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Preparing for the
downturn

D espite their reputation for honesty,

law firms, like any business, will put 

the best possible spin on their situation

when speaking to the press. So when the first

Swiss firm interviewed by Client Report for this

article declared 2008 to have been “a year of

strong growth for our firm,” we were cynical.

But as interviews continued, firm after firm 

SWITZERLAND

Lake Geneva. The region is home to many of Switzerland’s young high-tech and pharmaceutical companies.

Against the odds, Switzerland’s law firms prospered and grew in
2008. But as the downturn deepens, flexibility will prove the key
to surviving the year ahead. RAVINDER CASLEY GERA reports.
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“2008 was a remarkable year for us. The last few years have seen an upward
trend in terms of headcount and turnover, and that has not yet stopped.”

Oliver Triebold, partner, Schellenberg Wittmer

SWITZERLAND 

said that the last year had seen healthy work-

flow and steady growth. “2008 was a remarkable

year for us,” says Oliver Triebold, partner at

Schellenberg Wittmer in Zürich. “The last 

few years have seen an upward trend in terms 

of headcount and turnover, and that has not 

yet stopped.” Robert Furter, managing partner 

of Pestalozzi Lachenal Patry, says: “We were

expecting a downturn in activity in the second

half of last year, but surprisingly it didn’t 

happen.”

How has this apparent miracle been achieved?

Swiss firms claim no magic strategy. The finan-

cial downturn seizing the world economy is 

simply taking its time to penetrate locally.

Switzerland managed 1.8% GDP growth in 2008

– down from 2.3% in 2007, but a healthy con-

trast to, for example, Britain’s 0.7%.i The credit

crunch has proven less problematic to a country

which, despite its formidable banking reputation,

has fairly low levels of consumer debt. “In

Switzerland people see a credit card as a payment

card, rather than a way of borrowing,” says Peter

Merz, managing partner of Froriep Renggli. The

result is that consumer activity remained steady

in 2008. “Retailers tell us they had an excellent

Christmas.”

Surely, however, the greatest banking crisis in a

lifetime has shaken the country best known for

its financial institutions? The travails of UBS –

whose CHF8.1 billion loss in the fourth quarter

of 2008 is the greatest of any company in Swiss

history – are well known. And the country’s

other giant bank, Credit Suisse, has also been

affected. But the country’s array of smaller pri-

vate banks are cautious in lending and investing,

and subsequently have been less affected by both

the collapse in the value of securitised mortgage

assets and the freezing-up of short-term finance.

“Even at UBS, the wealth management arm has

emerged relatively intact,” points out one Swiss

partner.

Of course, both domestic and foreign-funded

transactions have been slowed by the freeze 

in financing. But, say Swiss lawyers, the effect

has not prevented major transactions like

Roche’s bid for American biotech firm

Genentech. “Financially-driven transactions 

will slow down, but there are still strategic

investors about, and they have money,” says

Robert Furter.

For those lucky enough to advise them, the

Swiss banking giants’ troubles have provided a

steady stream of work. “UBS and Credit Suisse

kept us busy for most of last year,” says Daniel

Daeniker, head of corporate at Zürich’s

Homburger. The firm assisted both UBS and

Credit Suisse with a succession of capital-raising

and compliance exercises throughout 2008. “We

had 11 partners in five different practice areas

working for them for much of the year.” Neiderer

Kraft & Frey (NKF) advised the government of

Switzerland and the investment arm of the gov-

ernment of Singapore on investments in UBS,

and the Qatar Investment Authority on an

investment in Credit Suisse. “So though there

were not a lot of IPOs going on, they were bal-

anced out very nicely by work in other areas,”

says NKF partner Philipp Haas.

2009: a delayed reckoning?

Swiss firms recognise that 2009 is likely to prove

a turning point as the downturn finally cuts into

their practices. “M&A has not been severely

reduced so far, but I’m fairly sure that will

change soon,” says Matthias Oertle, managing

partner of national firm Lenz & Staehelin.

“There’s typically a time lag of 12-18 months

before Swiss lawyers feel the effect of wider eco-

nomic trends. We expect to see a real slowdown

Matthias Oertle, managing partner, 
Lenz & Staehelin
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“Financially-driven transactions will slow down, but there are still strategic
investors about, and they have money.”

Robert Furter, managing partner, Pestalozzi Lachenal Patry

SWITZERLAND

in activity starting in the second quarter of

2009.”

But Swiss lawyers remain optimistic that some

level of deal activity will continue through the

downturn. “As in other jurisdictions we are see-

ing an across-the-board slowdown in M&A,”

admits Alexander Troller, managing partner at

Geneva’s Lalive. “But transactions are still hap-

pening, albeit in different sectors and for differ-

ent reasons. We’re seeing less deals motivated by

long-term strategy, and more transactions driven

by opportunism and the availability of cash.”

The main impact may be on the preliminary

work which never comes to fruition. “The work

I’d call ‘white noise’ is off the table,” says

Homburger’s Daniel Daeniker. “You don’t have

private equity houses deciding to buy companies

over the weekend, you don’t spend time explor-

ing possible transactions that never come to

fruition. But there is a steady flow of transac-

tions continuing in the background.”

Still, with transaction activity unlikely to return

to pre-2008 levels for some time, flexibility is the

key to staying busy. The Swiss legal profession’s

generalist approach makes it very adaptable,

lawyers say. “All of our lawyers are experienced

and competent in two or three different areas,”

says Patrick Schellenberg, senior partner of

Geneva’s Budin & Partners. “So while we have

almost no M&A activity right now, our lawyers

are advising on tax issues, litigation, and general

commercial matters. Nobody has nothing to do!”

Most firms hope restructuring work will keep

their corporate lawyers busy. “Suddenly, we

have a huge restructuring department,” admits

one managing partner. But how easy is it to

carry out such an about-turn in strategy? The

transition, says Daniel Daeniker of Homburger,

is not too difficult. “The average restructuring is

70% corporate work; as long as you have expe-

rienced insolvency people to do the other 30%,

you don’t need to do a lot of retraining,” he

points out. Homburger is benefiting now from

its decision to set up a restructuring working

group two years ago. “It was either a very pre-

scient decision, or a very lucky one, depending

on who you ask!”

Companies wanted

One trend which Swiss law firms are nervously

hoping continues is that of international compa-

nies moving their legal corporate headquarters –

and often their physical head office – to

Switzerland. “Redomestications have snowballed

in recent years,” says Franz Hoffet, head of com-

petition at Homburger. Switzerland was always a

popular choice for European headquarters –

Yahoo, for example, moved theirs to Switzerland

from Britain in 2008 – but, says Hoffet, it is

increasingly being selected as the location for

global headquarters as well. The trend began in

2001 when tobacco giant Philip Morris relocated

its global operations centre to Lausanne. The lat-

est example is global security company – and

pioneer in the use of law firms – Tyco, which in

January announced its intention to relocate its

place of incorporation to Switzerland.

For companies such as these, which move to

Switzerland from the US or other European

jurisdictions, the primary attraction of

Switzerland is its low corporate tax rates – as low

as 14% in the Canton of Zug (the country’s 26

Cantons set their own tax rates). But in recent

years companies have started to relocate to

Switzerland from low-tax offshore locations 

as well. In 2008, insurer ACE relocated from

Bermuda and drilling company Transocean

moved from the Cayman Islands.

➤continued on page 86

Alexander Troller, managing partner, 
Lalive
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A powerful weapon in English court proceed-

ings is the worldwide freezing injunction, pre-

venting a defendant from disposing of assets

pending the resolution of the underlying sub-

stantive proceedings. However, the weapon is

only as effective as the claimant’s ability to

wield it. In particular, the claimant must be

able to enforce the injunction in the jurisdic-

tion where the defendant’s assets are located.

In Switzerland, the enforcement of world-

wide freezing injunctions is generally possible,

provided that the proper procedure is followed

and the relevant conditions are met.2

Procedure

The enforcement of an English freezing injunc-

tion in Switzerland is governed by the Lugano

Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement

of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters

(the ‘Lugano Convention’), to which both

Switzerland and England are party. Under

Article 26 of the Lugano Convention, a judgment

given in a Contracting State shall be recognised

in the other Contracting States. Like all judg-

ments enforced under the Convention, provi-

sional measures such as freezing orders may

not be reviewed as to substance.

An application for the recognition and

enforcement of a worldwide freezing order

against a bank account can be made either in

the canton where the bank account is held or 

in the canton of the headquarters of the bank.

Unlike a Swiss attachment order, enforcement 

of the worldwide freezing order in Switzerland

under the Lugano Convention does not need 

to be supported by a guarantee as a Swiss court

would assume that the cross-undertaking in

damages has been obtained by the issuing

court.

Once the application is filed in the relevant

court, a decision is normally issued within a

few days. The efficiency of the Swiss courts in

this regard is a valuable advantage in securing

the enforcement of a worldwide freezing order

against a defendant’s assets in Switzerland.

Conditions 

In order to enforce the freezing injunction in

Switzerland, the following conditions must 

be met:

● The injunction is enforceable in the UK 3

The claimant must show that the freezing

injunction is enforceable in England. Normally,

the freezing injunction itself contains a declara-

tion by the English court that it is immediately

enforceable. Such a declaration has been accept-

ed by the Swiss courts to satisfy this condition.

● The injunction was rendered inter partes 
in the UK 4

The respondent must have had the opportunity

to be heard. This means that a freezing injunc-

tion cannot be recognised until after the inter

partes hearing confirming the freezing injunc-

tion. The claimant has to prove that the respon-

dent defended itself at the inter partes hearing 

or that the respondent has been duly notified of

the hearing and the ex parte freezing injunction.

The ensuing inter partes injunction must also

have been validly served on the respondent.

● Injunction is not contrary to Swiss public policy 5

● “Real connecting link between the subject-mat-
ter of the measures sought and the territorial
jurisdiction of the Contracting State of the
court before which those measures are sought”6

This requirement applies to the recognition of

freezing injunctions in Switzerland under the

Lugano Convention, only if the respondent is

resident in a Lugano Convention member

state. The “real connecting link” can be either

substantial property of the respondent in

England or (virtual) jurisdiction of the English

court for the dispute on the merits according

to the Lugano Convention.

● Prima facie evidence of assets in Switzerland
Swiss courts recognise a freezing injunction if

the claimant can show prima facie evidence of

assets within the jurisdiction of the court.

The courts of different cantons vary in their

approach to this requirement. If different can-

tonal courts have jurisdiction to hear the appli-

cation, for example because the defendant has

assets in different parts of Switzerland, this

could therefore be one strategic consideration

to bear in mind, when deciding with which

court to file the application.

● Either the original or a notarised copy of the
injunction is provided to the Swiss court 7

● Injunction provides the full names and
addresses of the parties

Effect of recognition and enforcement

Once the English freezing injunction has 

been recognised and declared enforceable in

Switzerland, it becomes effective as if it were a

judgment by a Swiss court. A Swiss third party

holding assets of the defendant (usually a bank

or financial institution), which has been noti-

fied of the worldwide freezing injunction and

its declaration of enforceability, is prohibited

from disposing of the assets. Disposal of the

assets would carry the risk of personal liability

for the sums in question, which operates as a

very effective deterrent.

The Swiss courts’ enforcement-friendly attitude

means that the enforcement in Switzerland 

of a worldwide freezing injunction is a very

powerful and effective strategic weapon for 

a claimant in English court proceedings.

1 The authors are members of the International Dispute Resolution
Group of LALIVE in Geneva and can be reached at
plehouelleur@lalive.ch and nradjai@lalive.ch. Patrice Le Houelleur is
a Swiss law attorney admitted to the Geneva bar and Noradèle Radjai
is a Solicitor-Advocate of the Supreme Court of England and Wales.
The authors have recently represented an English party in successfully
enforcing an English court’s worldwide freezing injunction against
the numerous assets of several defendant parties in Switzerland.

2 Swiss Federal Tribunal ATF 129 III 626 ; Donzallaz, La Convention
de Lugano, Berne 1997, Nº 2450.

3 Article 47(1), Lugano Convention.
4 Tunik, L’exécution en Suisse des mesures provisionnelles étrangères;

un état des lieux de la pratique, in Semaine Judiciaire 2005 II,
pp. 298-300.

5 Article 27(1), Lugano Convention.
6 ECJ, decision in Van Uden of 17 November 1998, C-391/95.
7 Article 46, Lugano Convention.

Freezing a Defendant’s Assets:
Enforcement of a Worldwide 
Freezing Injunction in Switzerland

Patrice Le Houelleur
LALIVE

Noradèle Radjai1

LALIVE
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In ‘The Third Man,’ at the Ferris wheel in

Vienna, Harry Lime says to Holly Martins: “In

Switzerland they had brotherly love, five hun-

dred years of democracy and peace, and what

did they produce? The cuckoo clock!” It is time

to rectify that perception: Switzerland has

changed its reputation from ‘land of Heidi’

to ‘prime place to do business.’

While Switzerland has chosen to stay outside

the EU it has a number of mutually beneficial

bilateral agreements with the EU, including the

free movement of people and reduced border

controls, the removal of trade barriers and the

free exchange of research.

Switzerland is perfectly positioned in the

global market to attract multinational compa-

nies, which bring jobs to Switzerland. When

asked for the driving factors behind locating

headquarters in Switzerland, executives

emphasise the quality of life, a stable political

environment, a central location in Europe, a

highly educated and multilingual work force,

a favourable company tax rate, a liberal labour

market and solid transportation and commu-

nication infrastructure.

Many leading international companies that

have recently relocated put Switzerland as the

very top location for regional or global head-

quarters. The long list of regional headquarters

include ACE, Alcoa, Amgen, Colgate-Palmolive,

Dow Chemical, eBay, GM, Gillette, Google,

IBM, JT International, Kraft, Medtronic, Philip

Morris International, Procter & Gamble and

Timberland.

Switzerland acts as host for many organisa-

tions such as the United Nations, UNICEF and

the WHO, as well as non-governmental organ-

isations such as the International Committee

of the Red Cross, the International Olympic

Committee, FIFA, UEFA and the International

Ice Hockey Federation.

Swiss multinationals, in particular big banks

and insurance companies such as UBS, Credit

Suisse, Zurich Financial Services and Swiss Re,

as well as food and pharmaceutical firms such

as Nestlé, Novartis and Roche, make a consid-

erable contribution to the Swiss economy.

The country has recently become a hive of

M&A activity: Roche announced its USD40

billion deal for Genentech; Novartis purchased

eye-care company Al-con from Nestlé for

USD39 billion; and there was the USD113 

billion spin-off of Switzerland-based Philip

Morris International. In fact, according to

Thomson Reuters, M&A involving Swiss com-

panies accounted for 22.5% of all European

deals in 2008, making Switzerland the fourth

most acquisitive European nation. This devel-

opment has arisen for two main reasons.

Firstly, many Swiss giants such as Novartis and

Roche hold billions in cash that, given the

strength of the Swiss franc, has significant buy-

ing power. Secondly, the home market is so

small that companies such as Nestlé, Novartis

and Roche can only expand their businesses

abroad.

Various factors favour hostile takeovers in

Switzerland. The scope for defence measures is

limited and, ultimately, the shareholders decide

to whom the companies shall belong. Neither

co-determination of employees nor politics

hamper takeovers. The list of the companies

that have been the target of hostile takeovers 

or unfriendly stake building includes Unaxis,

Forbo, Leica, Saia-Burgess, Saurer, SIG, Sulzer,

Converium, Implenia, Von Roll, Ascom,

Groupe Baumgartner and sia Abrasives.

In order to boost market transparency,

Switzerland tightened its shareholding disclo-

sure regime in 2007 and 2008. The new rules

resulted from secret stake building transactions

by activist shareholders and hedge funds that

allegedly parked shareholdings and subse-

quently disclosed stake buildings of 30% or

more. As a result, ‘parking methods’ such as

cash settled options, contracts for difference

and total return equity swaps are now disclos-

able under the new regime.

Up until 2007, Swiss companies viewed

investments by foreign governments somewhat

sceptically. However, unlike some other coun-

tries, Switzerland has not contemplated protec-

tionist defence measures against foreign gov-

ernment funds and, in fact, the crisis in the

financial markets gave the Government of

Singapore Investment Corporation, the Qatar

Investment Authority and other foreign state

funds the opportunity to substantially invest 

in UBS and Credit Suisse with the blessing of

the Swiss supervisory authorities.

UBS also received local state aid and raised

CHF6 billion of new capital through mandato-

ry convertible notes, fully placed with Swiss

Confederation; in addition, up to USD39.1 

billion of ‘toxic’ assets will be transferred from

the UBS balance sheet to a special purpose

vehicle controlled by the Swiss National Bank.

Beginning in 2009, Switzerland's financial

market supervision was reorganised entirely.

A new law, the Swiss Federal Act regarding

Financial Market Supervision (FINMAG),

entered into force. It essentially combines all

existing supervisory agencies under the roof

of a holding structure and aims at increased

efficiency.

The Swiss legal market is dominated by

Swiss law firms that serve the many multina-

tional companies and NGOs headquartered in

Switzerland as well as many small and medium-

sized companies. The ten leading law firms each

employ between 75 and 150 fee earners and most

of them are based in Zürich or Geneva; only one

of them is part of a global partnership. Foreign

players attribute the high quality of Swiss law

firms to the international business location and

the very high concentration of multinationals. ■

By Andreas Casutt and Philippe Weber at

Niederer Kraft & Frey AG

Switzerland: A prime 
place to do business

Andreas Casutt
Niederer Kraft & Frey AG

Philippe Weber
Niederer Kraft & Frey AG
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“There’s typically a time lag of 12-18 months before Swiss lawyers feel the effect
of wider economic trends. We expect to see a real slowdown in activity starting
in the second quarter of 2009.” Matthias Oertle, managing partner, Lenz & Staehelin

SWITZERLAND

Swiss lawyers point out that while offshore

locations may be the cheapest places to do busi-

ness, Switzerland can combine low costs with 

a more suitable environment. A recent study by

KPMGii found that Switzerland’s highly-skilled

workforce and good infrastructure were as

important as its tax framework in attracting

international companies. “Geneva and Zürich

frequently top polls of the most attractive

places to work and live,” points out Franz

Hoffet. As Patrick Schellenberg of Budin &

Partners puts it, “you can have a real, operating

headquarters here, rather than just a paper base

like is often the case in offshore jurisdictions.”

In addition, Philipp Haas, whose firm NKF

advised ACE on their relocation, says that com-

panies come to Switzerland from offshore for

its “financial and regulatory stability.”

For the firms lucky enough to land the work,

a large redomestication can be a bonanza. “It’s

been some of the most interesting work we’ve

been involved in in the last year,” says Philipp

Haas of the ACE deal. “You have to redesign the

company to meet Swiss law – everything from

corporate governance to employee benefits.”

It’s complicated by the fact that Swiss corporate

governance law has key differences to other 

jurisdictions. Unlike in the US, for example, only

shareholders can remove board members, change

a company’s auditor or resolve to pay a dividend. ➤

➤ continued from page 82
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Following the worsening of the financial crisis

during the second half of 2008, the Federal

Council, the Swiss National Bank and the

Federal Banking Commission (now the Swiss

Financial Market Supervisory Authority

FINMA) came to the conclusion that it was 

necessary to amend certain provisions of the

Federal Law on Banks and Savings Banks of

8 November 1934 (LB) applicable in the event

of insolvency.

Given the need to enact some amendments

without delay, the Federal Council submitted

five amendments to the Federal Chambers on

5 November 2008, which were passed on 19

December 2008 pursuant to an emergency

clause. These amendments have been in force

as from 20 December 2008.

The amendments focus on five pillars: (1) an

increase in the maximum amount of secured

deposits which are second-rank claims accord-

ing to art. 37b al. 1bis LB; (2) the obligation for

banks to maintain covered credits in propor-

tion to priority ranked deposits (art. 37b al. 5

LB); (3) greater flexibility in determining the

amount of small deposits that are guaranteed

to be immediately paid using the bank’s assets

(art. 37abis LB); (4) an increase in the upper

limit of the total amount covered by the

Deposit Protection Scheme (DPS) from 

CHF 4 to 6 billion (art. 37h al. 3 lit. bbis LB);

and (5) the separate and priority treatment 

of pension plans deposits (art. 37b al. 4 LB).

a) Increase in the maximum amount 
of the DPS

Beginning October 2008, the Member States

of the European Union increased the floor

amount of the Deposit Guarantee from 

EUR 20,000 to 50,000. It is an EU minimum.

Pursuant to art. 37b al.1bis LB, the Deposit

Guarantee of Swiss Banks and Securities

Dealers now guarantees the reimbursement of

deposits up to a total amount of CHF 100,000

per client (previously capped at CHF 30,000).

b) Financing of the DPS
To ensure proper implementation of the

DPS, Swiss banks and securities dealers must

at all times maintain, in Switzerland, avail-

able credits or assets in an amount equal to

125% of all priority deposits of the entity 

(art. 37b al. 5 LB).

FINMA can increase this amount, but it can

also grant temporary derogations from the

principle of total coverage. The Message of

the Federal Council thus indicates that banks

active in wealth management that have invest-

ed a large part of their deposits abroad could

be granted a temporary derogation. On the

other hand, branch offices of foreign banks

cannot benefit from this type of exemption,

recent practice having shown that it is difficult

if not impossible to recover assets invested

abroad (for example at the bank’s head office

abroad in the event that a Swiss branch

becomes insolvent).

c) Immediate payment of small deposits 
Prior to the recent amendments, the amount

of small deposits that were to be reimbursed

immediately, without taking into account any

order of priority of creditors, using the liquid

assets of the bank was limited to CHF 5,000

per client.

As a result of these amendments, there is no

longer any such limit. It will thus be for

FINMA to decide on the appropriate limit on

a case-by-case basis.

As from 20 December 2008, all depositors

will therefore immediately be paid the amount

previously set by FINMA, and not only those

who have a deposit of less than CHF 5,000.

d) Maximum amount to be borne by the DPS
In the past, the DPS was limited to an overall

maximum of CHF 4 billion. Given the increase

in the ceiling for reimbursement of deposits

from CHF 30,000 to CHF 100,000, the upper

limit of the total amount covered by the DPS

was increased from CHF 4 billion to 6 billion.

e) Second ranked priority deposits with 
pension plans

Before the recent amendments of the LB,

deposits with bank pension plans and vested

benefits of pension foundations were compet-

ing with other priority ranked deposits.

Under the new law, priority ranked deposits

per client are now doubled (art. 37b al. 4 LB).

The fact that a depositor has assets – not qual-

ified as pension deposits – for an amount

equal to CHF 100,000 does not mean that his

pension assets will not benefit from the sec-

ond-rank priority. However, no immediate

payment (art. 37abis LB) nor any advance

under the DPS (art. 37b al. 1bis) will be made

regarding these pension deposits.

Conclusion

By enacting this new law, Switzerland has

made an important step in granting more 

protection to the clients of Swiss banks. It

remains however to be seen if this system will

be attractive enough in comparison with other

new regulations that were adopted in the same

timeframe in other countries, such as France,

Luxembourg and Denmark. The new provi-

sions will however be followed by additional

changes in the next 18 months. ■

By Vincent Jeanneret and Lionel Aeschlimann 

at Schellenberg Wittmer

Protection of banks’ clients:
The recent amendments 
in Swiss law

Vincent Jeanneret
Schellenberg Wittmer

Lionel Aeschlimann
Schellenberg Wittmer
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“In Switzerland it’s normal to spend a year or more trying to settle a dispute
before starting litigation. We’re still finishing off disputes stemming from the
internet bubble!” Peter Merz, managing partner, Froriep Renggli

SWITZERLAND

But will this lucrative and interesting workflow

continue in 2009? “Redomestications ought to

continue, as the basic reasons for them – 

excellent infrastructure, reasonable taxes and a

stable regulatory environment – still apply,” says

Lorenzo Olgiati, a partner in Schellenberg

Wittmer’s Zürich office. The recent KPMG

report concluded that moving headquarters to

Switzerland as part of a tax-focused restructuring

could result in “a significant financial reward.” But

it also noted that the benefits were less certain

where a company is in financial difficulties than

when it is profitable. “Whether companies have 

the courage to initiate any major projects at the

moment remains to be seen,” says Franz Hoffet.

A contentious turn

Of course, with slowdowns come disputes.

For the most part, though, Switzerland’s

lawyers, like those elsewhere, are still waiting

for the deluge of credit crunch and downturn-

related litigation to start. “In Switzerland it’s

normal to spend a year or more trying to settle

a dispute before starting litigation,” explains

Peter Merz of Froriep Renggli. “We’re still 

finishing off disputes stemming from the 

internet bubble!”

While there have been few cases brought so

far, however, Swiss firms are busy consulting

with potential litigants and preparing cases.

Smaller firms are generally advising investors

considering suing banks and asset management

companies, while larger firms are generally

advising the institutions themselves. “There are

thousands of investors who’ve lost money as a

result of the crisis and are willing to sue,” says ➤

“Chambers stands out as the only high-level,
reliable source of evaluations... We rely
upon Chambers heavily.”

John Ryan, Senior VP, ARAMARK Corporation

“Chambers is an excellent product – 
probably the best of its kind. I regularly 
use it for my research.”

Peter Kurer, Chairman, UBS AG

www.chambersandpartners.co.uk

Daniel Daeniker, head of corporate, 
Homburger
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EXPERT OPINION SWITZERLAND  

The crisis is global. No wonder that Switzerland

is no exception. We may not feel responsible

for having lent money to notoriously insolvent

people or having converted unsustainable

loans into toxic commercial papers traded

worldwide. But one thing is certain: we will

have to assume the consequences of the credit

crunch and its effects on the “real” economy.

Switzerland is an export-oriented economy

that delivers high-value goods and services to

the world, and it is through its foreign trade

that Switzerland received the first blow. The

statistics for the fourth quarter 2008 show

export falling sharply. The business situation 

is likely to deteriorate further in 2009, and the

latest forecast for the first quarter 2009 shows 

a negative GDP for Switzerland, something

that we were no longer used to.

Should our profession nourish dark

thoughts? Some legal markets have been hit

badly. We have just heard with sadness the

waves of lay-offs affecting New York and

London firms. Though less dramatic, the

impact will certainly be felt here, as Swiss busi-

ness law firms have a strong international

focus. The prevailing feeling is that troubled

times may be ahead.

The trend is already marked in our daily

activities. Companies are pulling out of invest-

ments and projects. Facing overstock and drop

in the order backlog, manufacturers are intro-

ducing part-time redundancy. Managements

are reassessing their strategic objectives, by

moving back to their core business. In the

bank industry, the financing and trading activ-

ities are contracting; and in the asset manage-

ment field, though certain players benefited

from the near collapse of the two big names,

UBS and Credit Suisse, the assets under man-

agement are dramatically shrinking with the

fall of the markets. As a result, staff trimming

is under way.

The above does not necessarily imply less busi-

ness for lawyers; but it will certainly cause a

change in the nature of the work as well as the

reallocation of the overall workload among

practice groups.

● With regard to the M&A practice, a slow-

down is inevitable; but certain sectors are

still doing well (food, biotech, medtech).

Those who have cash may want to seize

opportunities and are already chasing com-

panies, assets and highly qualified personnel

at discounted value. Deals will not necessari-

ly be less numerous; but they will be smaller

in size, straighter, easier to manage. And deal

makers will be more risk-adverse.

● The private equity sector is almost at a

standstill. Leveraged buyouts are no longer

fancy. But more equity-financed deals could

make their way through in the coming

months.

● In the IT field, the pressure to renegotiate

long-term outsourcing deals is already high.

Clients want lower prices and a reduction in

the scope of the services, while the demand

for IP protection is higher.

● Conversely, the employment law practice 

is growing. Companies are anticipating or

already implementing redundancy measures.

Other less cyclical considerations account

for the situation, including the trend of our

courts to make Swiss labour law – once  a

model of flexibility – more and more EU-

compatible.

● Quite obviously, legal experts in insolvency
and corporate recovery are well-placed in

this new environment. Few companies will

end up bankrupt. But board members are

now focused on the level of cash and equity;

they are starting to seek legal advice in con-

nection with restructuring scenarios.

● The dispute resolution team is now work-

ing full speed, largely due to clients of banks

and asset management boutiques who are

unsatisfied with the performance of their

portfolio managers, not to mention the

Madoff fraud that had a tremendous impact

in Geneva.

As far as BCCC is concerned, we have reasons

to remain confident. We are strong in corpo-

rate recovery, banking, employment law, IP

and dispute resolution (we are currently

recruiting for those practices). We are estab-

lished in the Lake of Geneva region, the most

innovative and dynamic region in Switzerland

together with the Zürich area. BCCC has a

solid presence in this market, with offices in

Geneva and Lausanne and a growing brand

recognition. We have extensive knowledge 

and are deeply involved with certain industries

that will keep performing well in 2009 (e.g. life

science, TMT). But no illusions. Clients are

cost-concerned and increasingly ask value for
money. As an IT company manager put it in a

recent beauty contest: “We do not want endless

memos; we want you to red-flag issues and

provide solutions; we want actionable advice.”

Clients will require legal expertise, industry

knowledge and impeccable service; but they

will also need lawyers who deliver strategic

guidance to directors and managers in trou-

bled times and who do not use resources at

their expense. ■

By Manuel Bianchi della Porta and Michel

Jaccard at BCCC Attorneys-at-law

Swiss Legal Market – 
Should pessimism prevail?

Manuel Bianchi della Porta
BCCC Geneva

Michel Jaccard
BCCC Lausanne
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“There are thousands of investors who’ve lost money as a result of the crisis 
and are willing to sue. But only a few have done so up till now.”

Patrick Schellenberg, senior partner, Budin & Partners

SWITZERLAND

says Lorenzo Olgiati. “Sometimes it’s the larger

banks assessing their exposure, sometimes it’s

asset managers, or their clients who are upset

about their losses. People are trying to get back

even a percentage of their losses.”

As the year progresses it will become clearer

who is most exposed to litigation arising from

these calamities. According to Lalive’s Alexander

Troller, “Switzerland’s traditional private banks

were mostly isolated from Madoff. But there are

a few smaller banks which were more exposed

to Madoff ’s funds than others, and a few local

asset management companies who had the 

bulk of their portfolios in Madoff ’s products.

Local law firms are receiving many enquiries

now from disgruntled clients who’ve lost a 

significant amount of their portfolio because 

of the fraud.”

Patrick Schellenberg. “But only a few have 

done so up till now. We’re mostly at the stage 

of preliminary discussions or trying to negotiate

a settlement.”

Two aspects of the crisis look set to generate

the most disputes: the collapse of Lehman

Brothers and the mammoth fraud perpetrated 

by Bernie Madoff. “We see the consequences of

Lehman Brothers and Madoff in many places,”
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“Right now many smaller firms are considering merging with each other.
It’s a question of headcount: you need 60 or more people to make an impact 
with international clients.” Peter Merz, managing partner, Froriep Renggli

SWITZERLAND

An established legal hierarchy

Overall, Switzerland’s law firms remain cautiously

optimistic about the year ahead. “We don’t

expect our financial results to diminish this

year,” says Patrick Schellenberg of Budin &

Partners. Oliver Triebold of Schellenberg

Wittmer agrees. “We’re confident that we can

maintain a satisfactory level of activity.”

But if the downturn does severely impact 

law firms’ work levels – and growth – this year,

it may shake up what has been a fairly stable

legal market. Unlike other European jurisdic-

tions, the Swiss legal market has not been dis-

rupted by the arrival of large numbers of foreign

law firms. “There are two reasons for a large US

or UK firm to open in a new jurisdiction: either

because it’s an exciting market, or because you

need expertise in that jurisdiction that local

firms don’t provide,” argues Robert Furter of

Pestalozzi Lachenal Patry. “No-one questions the

quality of expertise of Switzerland’s firms, and

the market simply isn’t big enough to be very

attractive.” UBS and Credit Suisse, points out

Furter, do most of their most complex invest-

ment banking transactions in London anyway.

The complicating factor in Switzerland is

geography: the economy is based around two

poles, Zürich in the German-speaking East and

Geneva in the francophone West. Apart from 

a series of mergers in the 1990s that created

national, bilingual firms like Lenz & Staehlin, the

legal market has remained divided along these

lines, and is dominated by large Zürich-focused

firms. Homburger and NKF, for example, only

have offices in Zürich, while Bär & Karrer has a

small Geneva office. In Geneva, firms are typical-

ly much smaller – Budin & Partners, with only

21 lawyers in the city, is still one of its largest

firms.

Partners at the larger, national firms predict

consolidation in the market. “Right now many

smaller firms are considering merging with each

other,” says Peter Merz of Froriep Renggli, which

has offices in Geneva, Zürich, Zug and Lausanne,

as well as London and Madrid. “It’s a question 

of headcount: you need 60 or more people to

make an impact with international clients.” In

February, Schmid Eversheds, the Swiss ally of

the UK national firm, expanded into Geneva

through a merger with MCP Avocats.

But partners at smaller firms dismiss the need

for a step change in size. “A hundred lawyers

means a lot of people to find work for in a rela-

tively small economy,” retorts Patrick Schellenberg

of 28-lawyer Budin & Partners. His firm has

offices in Geneva and Lausanne only. “If we need

to do something in Zürich, we go to Zürich. If we

need to make submissions to the Zürich courts we

send them to one of our ally firms there.”

The chances are that, even if the downturn

affects Swiss law firms more seriously than 

they currently expect, it will be over before 

it can reshape the legal market significantly.

Current projections see the economy returning

to modest growth of 0.3% in 2010.iii If nothing

else, Switzerland’s proudly independent firms

can be confident of remaining uninvaded by

US and UK firms for a few more years. Those

firms, after all, have their own downturn to

deal with. ■

i Source: Economist Intelligence Unit

ii “Switzerland – still an attractive location for headquarters

of international corporations,” available at

http://www.kpmg.ch/mediareleases/13595.htm

iii Source: Economist Intelligence Unit
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